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MATMERLIN is a MATLAB particle tracking application built using the MERLIN C++ 
class library. The MATLAB MATMERLIN interface allows the user to 
 
• construct any number of beamline models from a MAD generated XTFF TAPE 
file; 
• access and modify attributes of the model via a controls-like channel interface; 
• either randomly or explicitly set the transverse misalignments of components; 
• track arrays of particles through either the entire beamline or a sub-beamline; 
• include synchrotron radiation and single-bunch wakefield effects. 
 
In addition, several functions are provided for an interface to the LINAC modelling code 
PLACET: 
 
• read in a PLACET dataset representing a tracked bunch train (multiple datasets 
are supported); 
• construct and track through a beamline any bunch from a given PLACET dataset; 
• access from MATLAB the resulting tracked bunch, or save the bunch to a file in 
either MERLIN particle format or GUINEAPIG data format. 
 
The MATMERLIN interface uses a single mex gateway function (matmerlin) , whose 
first argument is a MATMERLIN command string, followed by the relevant arguments.  
 
The Accelerator Model 
Model Construction 
MATMERLIN constructs an accelerator model in memory from a MAD XTFF 
(eXtended Tape File Format) file (see construct_model). Most standard (MAD) 
accelerator elements are supported. Unidentified elements (keywords) are treated as drifts 
and a warning printed. The internal MATMERLIN (MERLIN) model represents 
magnetic fields in TESLA, whereas XTFF stores magnetic components as normalised 
strengths ((dnBy/dxn)/Bρ); thus it is necessary to specify the matched momentum (in 
GeV/c) to be used in the convertion in the call to construct_model. 
 
All physical units are SI, unless otherwise stated. 
 Identifying (matching) components 
Several MATMERLIN functions require the identification of specific components in a 






The general form is type.label. A list of supported types is given in Append I. 
 
Generally specifying such a path in a MATMERLIN command will match all 
components in the beamline with that type and label. Hence 'Quadrupole.QF1' will 
match all quadrupoles in the current model with the label 'QF1'. A simple wildcard 
syntax is also supported: 
 
Quadrupole.* Matches all quadrupoles in the current model. 
Quadrupole.QF* Matches all quadrupoles with labels starting with QF. 
SectorBend.B*10 Matches all sector dipoles with labels starting with B 
and ending with 10. 
*.* Matches all components in the current model. 
 
Such identification strings are referred to as patterns in the reference documentation. 







Channel path syntax 
Many accelerator components support attribute 'channels', which allow read or read-write 
access to the data within the model. The channel path syntax is a direct extension of the 




where chID is the specific identifier for the channel, and is type-specific. Appendix I 
gives a list of supported channels. Examples are: 
 
 'Quadrupole.QF1.B1'   read-write 
 'BPM.BPM2010.X'   read-only 
 'YCor.Y1010.B0'   read-write 
 'SWRFStructure.CAV1010.Phi' read-write 
 
As with component patterns, the wildcard '*' is supported: 
 
 'BPM.*.Y'  Y channel for all BPMs in the current model. 
 
Channels are accessed via the following MATMERLIN commands: 
 
 get_r_channel 
 get rw_channel 
 read_channel 
 write_channel 
Basic Command Syntax 
The main interface to the MATMERLIN engine is via the mex function matmerlin. 
The basic syntax is 
 
{rv =}matmerlin('cmd_str',{arg_1, arg_2,…}) 
 




Adds single-bunch wakefields to the specified components in the current model. 
 
syntax:  
n = matmerlin('add_wakes','pattern','twake.dat',  
    'lwake.dat'); 
 
arguments: 
'pattern' string Pattern string identifying the components in 
the current model to which the wakefields are 
to be attached. 
   
'twake.dat' string Filename containing a table of the transverse 
wake potential. The format of the file is that 
used by the LIAR code. 
 
'lwake.dat' string Filename containing a table of the 
longitudinal wake potential. The format of 
the file is that used by the LIAR code. 
return value 
n integer The number of components matching 




Constructs a new model from an XTFF file. 
 
syntax:  
mid = matmerlin('construct_model','model_file.xtff'); 
 
arguments: 
'model_file.xtff' string Name of the XTFF file describing the model. 




mid integer Unique identifier for the successfully 
constructed mode. (Note that more than one 
model can be supported). 
 
get_beamline_range 
Returns an index range for the specified sub-beamline of the current model. 
 
syntax:  
[n1 n2] = matmerlin('get_beamline_range',     
     'pattern_1', 'pattern_2', {[m1 m2]}); 
 
arguments: 
'pattern_1' string Pattern string identifying the first component 
in the sub-beamline. 
'pattern_2' string Pattern string identifying the last component 
in the sub-beamline. 
   
m1 integer The matching occurrence of pattern_1. 
The default is to take the first matching 
occurrence (m1=1). 
   
m2 integer The matching occurrence of pattern_2. 








Returns an array of the survey (floor) coordinates for the specified components in the 
current model. Assumes that the coordinates at the beginning of the beamline are [0 0 0], 
and that the initial direction of the beamline is in the positive z direction. 
 
syntax:  
coords = matmerlin('get_floor_coordinates', 'pattern'); 
 
arguments: 
'pattern' string Pattern string identifying the components for 
which the coordinates are required. 
 
return value 
coords m×3 array Array of the 3D coordinates at the centre of 
each of the m matching components. 
 
get_r_channel 
Returns an array of control-system like read-only channel IDs (integer) for the specified 
devices in the current model. The associated value of the device can then be read using 
read_channel. Channels are persistently linked with the associated model. Thus 
changing the current model by a call to use_model will not affect the device to which 
the channel is connected. 
 
syntax:  
chID = matmerlin('get_r_channel', 'pattern'); 
 
arguments: 




chID m array Array of the channel IDs corresponding the 
to the device channels matching pattern. 
 
get_rw_channel 
Returns an array of control-system like read-write channel IDs (integer) for the specified 
devices in the current model. The associated value of the device can then be read using 
read_channel, and written to using write_channel. Channels are persistently 
linked with the associated model. Thus changing the current model by a call to 
use_model will not affect the device to which the channel is connected. 
 
syntax:  
chID = matmerlin('get_r_channel', 'pattern'); 
 
arguments: 




chID array Array of the channel IDs corresponding the 
to the device channels matching pattern. 
 
help 






Applies random transverse misalignments to all the components of the current model. 
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('misalign', x_rms, y_rms); 
 
arguments: 
x_rms real RMS value for the normally distributed 
horizontal transverse misalignments. 
   
y_rms real RMS value for the normally distributed 
vertical transverse misalignments. 
 
read_channel 
Returns an array of the current values of the channel devices specified by the array of 




val = matmerlin('read_channel', id); 
[val1 val2 …] = matmerlin('read_channel', [id1 id2…]); 
 
arguments: 
id (id1, id2) integer IDs of the channel to be read. 
 
return value: 
val (val1, val2) real Corresponding channel device values. 
 
set_rnd_seed 
Sets the random number generator seed to the specified value. (Note that matmerlin uses 






nseed integer The random seed. 
 
set_tracking_flag 
Sets flags which affect all subsequent particle tracking actions (irrespective of the current 
model). Currently supported flags are: 
 
 'synch_rad_on'  turns on synchrotron radiation in the dipoles. 
 'wakefields_on'  turns on wakefield kicks (see add_wakes). 
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('set_tracking_flag', 'tflag', true|false); 
 
arguments: 
'tflag' string A valid tracking flag.  
   
true|false bool Flag state. 
 
set_transverse_alignment 
Sets the transverse misalignment of the specified components in the current model. 
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('set_transverse_alignment', xyArray, 'pattern'); 
 
arguments: 
xyArray m×2 array Array of the [x y] offset of the matching 
components specified by pattern. 
   
'pattern' string Pattern matching the components in the 
current model to which the misalignments 
are to be applied. The number of components 
matching 'pattern' must be equal to 
length of mxArray (m). The misalignments 
in xyArray are applied sequentially to the 
components matching 'pattern' in the 
logical beamline order. 
 
track_particles 
Tracks (in place) the specified array of particles through either the entire beamline or a 
sub-beamline of the current model. 
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('track_particles', p0, pArray, {[n1 n2]}); 
 
arguments: 
p0 real Central (reference) momentum (GeV/c) for 
the particles in pArray. 
   
pArray m×6 array The particles to be tracked. The form of each 
particle (row) is [x x' y y' -ct ∆p/p0]. The 
results of tracker are returned back in 
pArray. 
   
[n1 n2] integer[2] 
(opt) 
Specifies a sub-beamline is to be tracked. If 
omitted the entire beamline of the current 














Writes the specified values to the given read-write channel devices. Valid channel IDs are 
obtained by a call to get_rw_channel. 
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('write_channel', id, val); 
matmerlin('write_channel', [id1 id2…], [val1 val2…]); 
 
arguments: 
id (id1…) integer The channel IDs to be set. 
   
val (val1…) real The corresponding values for the channels. 
 
PLACET and GUINEAPIG Interface 
 
get_placet_bunch 




pArray = matmerlin('get_bunch', 'gp'|'dat'); 
 
arguments: 
'gp'|'dat' string Format flag for the return particle array. If 
'dat' is specified, the particles are 
specified as the default MERLIN convention:
[x x' y y' -ct ∆p/p0] . 
Specifying 'gp' returns the vectors in 
GUINEAPIG format: 
[ E/GeV x/µm y/µm ct/µm x''/µr y' /µr] 
 
return value: 
pArray m×6 An array of the tracked particles. 
 
save_placet_bunch 









string The name of the file to which the particles 
are to be written. If the filetype is '.dat' 
the particles are saved using the default 
MERLIN convention: 
[x x' y y' -ct ∆p/p0] . 
Specifying '.gp' saves the vectors in 
GUINEAPIG format: 








pid = matmerlin('load_placet_file', 'fname', np); 
 
arguments: 
'filename string The name of the PLACET bunch output file. 
np integer The number of particles to be generated per 
bunch (see track_placet_bunch) 
 
return value: 





Tracks the specified PLACET bunch (as a particle ensemble) through the complete 
beamline of the current model. An additional RMS energy spread (randomly added to the 
particle ensemble before tracking) can be specified. 
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('track_placet_bunch', pid, ni, dpRms); 
 
arguments: 
bid integer The PLACET dataset idenfier, as returned by 
load_placet_file. 
ni integer Index of the PLACET bunch to be tracked. 
ni=0 is the first bunch in the bunch train, 
ni=1 the second etc. 
dpRms real An optional additional RMS relative energy 
spread to be randomly added to the particle 
ensemble before tracking. 
 
set_placet_particle_number 
Specifies the number of particles to generate from the PLACET bunch description for 
subsequent calls to track_placet_bunch.  
 
syntax:  
matmerlin('set_placet_particle_number', pid, npart); 
 
arguments: 
bid integer The PLACET dataset identifier, as returned 
by load_placet_file. 




Currently Supported Accelerator Components Channels 
 
type ch ID  unit  
Solenoid Bz solenoid field T rw 
SectorBend B0 dipole field T rw 
Quadrupole B1 field gradient T/m rw 
SkewQuadrupole B1 field gradient T/m rw 
Sextupole B2 field gradient T/m2 rw 
SkewSextupole B2 field gradient T/m2 rw 
Octupole B3 field gradient T/m3 rw 
XCor B0 field (integrated1) T (T.m) rw 
YCor B0 field (integrated1) T (T.m) rw 
TWRFStructure E electric field amplitude V/m rw 
 Phi phase radian rw 
 Lambda wavelength m rw 
 K wave number m-1 rw 
TransverseRFStructure E electric field amplitude V/m rw 
 Phi phase radians rw 
 Lambda wavelength m rw 
 K wave number m-1 rw 
MagnetMover X horizontal offset m rw 
 Y vertical offset m rw 
 Roll roll angle radian rw 
BPM X x beam position m r 
 Y y beam position m r 
1) if the length of corrector is zero, then integrated field is assumed. 
